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TRUSTED PARTNER FROM THE FIRST STEP
BMH Service provides a large
scale of services and know-how
from preventive maintenance to
modernization of lines.
As a partner, we can provide service
concepts, which maximize the return
on your investment throughout the
equipment’s lifecycle. You can focus
on your core business.

We step in the project already when
the BMH Project Sales is preparing
a quotation for you. This reflects
our commitment to your project for
its entire lifecycle. Our dedicated
partnership will reward you with
profitable operation, high capacity
and a long lifecycle.

BMH Service’s established local
maintenance networks guarantee fast
response and actions when needed.

We have valuable background
information about industrial processes
and equipment lifecycles.

Remote control solutions and local
maintenance networks minimize
interruptions in operation. From the
remote control system we can provide
visualized on-line usage reports,
which give useful information for your
production management.

With over 60 years in the field, we
have learnt how various materials
with specific characteristics behave in
customer’s handling processes.

Local
maintenance
Remote
networks
control
systems

Based on our specialized experience
and know-how we can offer you
tailored solutions to your specific
needs to keep your production
running. This is real added value.
The continuous process running is our
top priority.

“Partnership
is the key to
success.”

Partnership
24/7

Magnus Bernroth of
Mälarenergi AB visited BMH
Workshop in Rauma and was
happy with the spare parts for
their annual overhaul under
construction.
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AVAILABILITY
IS KING

BMH Technology Oy specialises in turnkey
deliveries of SRF (Solid Recovered Fuel)
production plants and solid fuel handling
systems for power plants and cement
kilns. We do it all: design, build, install,
service.
We have the latest technology to meet
the increasing demands for quality
and availability, and for environmental,
operational and maintenance requirements.
Delivery of comprehensive turnkey
installations worldwide is guaranteed
by our experience and know-how. We
manufacture all key equipment, like big
shredders, separation equipment, screw
reclaimers, etc. in our big, modern, wellequipped workshops. This means high
quality and reliable delivery times.

BMH Technology Oy
P.O. Box 32 (Sinkokatu 11), FI-26101 Rauma, Finland
Phone +358 20 486 6800, Fax +358 20 486 6990
Email service@bmh.fi
www.bmh.fi

